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The Smiling Paws Pets cleaner has specifically been formulated to eliminate stains and odors from house-
hold furniture that are otherwise difficult to clean and remove. Examples are carpets, rugs and upholstery 
where organic matter digs itself deep into the fabric.

Bacteria and enzymes work seamlessly for this cause as they first breakdown the dirt into micro particles 
and begin to literally consume it until both the stains and odors are gone. An important key factor here is to 
give the enzyme and bacteria enough time to work on the stain as opposed to regular cleaners where we 
spray and wipe immediately after. 

If you have a suction device or a dry/wet vacuum, you definitely want to use it in this process as it’s greatly 
going to help. If you don’t have one, that’s still ok. Use some highly absorbent cotton towels.

STEP 1 

For fresh stains, start off by removing as much of the accident as you possibly can, using a highly absorbent 
cotton towel. 

STEP 2 

Water will greatly help to reduce stains and odors and improve the final result. Pour roughly ½ to ¾ cup of 
warm water on the affected area. Then extract the water using a suction device or a cotton towel. It’s 
important that you repeat this process 2-3 times before moving on. 

Removing as much of the dirt as possible in the dilution/absorption process will give the enzymes a better 
chance to remove the remaining stain and odors.

STEP 3 

Apply a generous amount of the Stain & Odor Remover to the affected area. For carpets or other fabric 
material, remove sprayer cap and pour directly on the affected area.

STEP 4 

For simple stains and odors, let sit for 5-15 minutes, then blot with a clean cloth. 

For deep stain and odor problems and carpets, allow product to sit for up to several hours. Always start with 
a shorter timeframe at first and then increase contact time when repeating the process should that be 
needed.

STEP 5 

After the given timeframe, it’s time to absorb as much of the liquid left as possible. Extract using a suction 
device or a dry absorbent cotton towel. If you use a towel, place some weights on top of it for better results.

STEP 6 

Allow treated area to dry completely, then brush and vacuum. Inspect area. If stains or odors persist, you 
may repeat the process on steps 2-6.

A few more important points…

• Discoloration: While we haven’t seen any discoloration, you always want to pre-test on a hidden area and 
confirm before you start the treatment. If discoloration appears, discontinue use.

• Wood Floors: The product contains water and for obvious reasons you want to use less liquid when deal-
ing with wood floors. Avoid the product from sitting directly on the wood surface for a prolonged time. 

• Tile & Manufactured Stone: When dealing with this type of material you can spray or alternatively pour 
the cleaner directly on the surface and allow it to slowly absorb into the material.
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THANK YOU!
If you have any further questions, feel free to contact us 

directly. We also greatly appreciate your feedback about our 
products and services.

@SmilingPawsPets

www.smilingpawspets.com
info@smilingpawspets.com


